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C-IX Creating an Inclusive School

(E-301) 

Time : I½ Hours I /Maximum Marks : 40 

Note : Attempt all Sections as per given 

instructions. 
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Section-A / �-3' 

(Descriptive Answer Questions) 

(� Jt1.fta �, 

Note : Attempt any two questions. 

P.T.O. 

2. 

1. Discuss in detail meaning, need and

importance of inclusive education. 

OR/31WT 

What is Autism? Highlight chief . 

characteristics of such children. 
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What is Co-operative learning? What 

are its different principles? Highlight its 

characteristics and limitations. 
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OR/3'tfal 

Discuss in detail classroom management 

process for Visually Handicapped 

Children. 

cp?ea1ft.ict 41l1<ffl � � <!>all-Sld-tl-i Slfit><-11 Jsr 
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3. Discuss the role of Inclusive Teacher in

facilitating inclusive education.
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OR/ 3'QaT 

Discuss the educational provisions for 

gifted children. 
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Section-Bl �-11

(Short Answer Questions) 

(l'ltj 3't'i�Q �) 

Note : Attempt any two questions. 2x4=8 

4. Meaning and characteristics of Special

Education.

s. Problems of Socially disturbed children.

6. Mentally retarded children.

7. Peer Tutoring.
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8. Web-based learning.

9. Four qualities of an ideal inclusive school.

10. Guidance and counselling for inclusive

students. 

ll. Role of NCERT in teachers training.
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Section-C / -uug-�

( Objective Type Questions) 

(d,fc]Plt!o JN.f) 

Note : Attempt any four questions. 4x2=8
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12. There is no difference between mentally

13. 

14. 

retarded and backward children.

(True/False) 

t1 (�/�) 

Orthopaedically impaired children can be 

identified by their behaviour. 

(True/False) 
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There is no difference between Guidance 

and Counselling. (True/False) 
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15. Inclusive education is organized · for

Special children. (True/False)

16. Braille was developed by Louis.

(True/False) 

17. Stammering is a type of ___ disorder.

18. Founder of Inclusive education was

19. Co-teaching means - ·  :...' -----· --· ------·.
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20. Recommendation of education for equality

of women was done by ___ _

llffi:c-tt3IT c5T tt¥tHt'11 � fwarr � �

____ ;rc5TI 

21. Health impaired children are admitted in

___ schools.




